QUESTIONS - ANSWERS

This document is being provided to answer the questions of surgeons and physicians about Biocoral® and its use.

It is based on specific certified scientific studies, various scientific publications and other technical documents.
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I - GENERAL REMARKS AND THE ROLE OF BIOCORAL®

1. **What is Biocoral®?**
   Biocoral® is the only natural bone substitute wholly mineral composed of calcium carbonate (>98%), obtained from the natural coral exosquelette.

2. **What is innovative about Biocoral®?**
   Once implanted in bone tissue, Biocoral® is gradually resorbed and simultaneously replaced by newly formed bone. This destruction-reconstruction process is identical to the physiological skeleton normal bone process. The new bone formed has the same characteristics (physical, chemical and mechanical properties) than the recipient bone. Biocoral® allows a return to the initial pre-pathological state.

3. **For how long has Biocoral® been studied experimentally and clinically?**
   - The first experimental studies of Biocoral® began in 1977, at the Orthopedic Research Institute at GARCHES - FRANCE.
   - The first clinical studies in human subjects were carried out in 1979, at the Raymond-Poincaré Hospital at Garches - FRANCE, in Pr Robert. Judet’s orthopaedic department.
   - Since numerous experimental and clinical studies were conducted by various civil, military hospitals and university hospital center confirming the advantage of Biocoral®.

4. **How extensive are the experimental studies devoted to Biocoral®?**
   Tests have been carried out since 1977, according to international standards, in order to study the biocompatibility and biological function of Biocoral®. Since, more than 500 000 Biocoral® implantations were performed and compared with bone autografts, controls without implants, and implantations of other materials, such as hydroxyapatite or tricalcium phosphate. These studies, conducted in vivo, examined not only biocompatibility but also the role of coral and the basic processes governing its fate in bone tissue. They have also contributed to the definition of the requirements for transformation of natural coral to Biocoral®.

5. **How extensive are the clinical studies of Biocoral® conducted in human subjects?**
   Thousands of human applications have been monitored between 1979 and 2006, in orthopedic surgery, neurosurgery, plastic surgery, dental surgery and Cranio-Maxillo-Facial surgery. These applications have provided a basis for definition of Biocoral® indications and have shown that the experimentally-observed behavior of Biocoral® is reproduced in human subjects. The last prospective and randomized study (concerning 120 patients) was performed in 14 European University Hospitals civil and militaries between 2000 and 2005. This study has been initiated after various retrospective studies conducted between 1990 and 1997 covering more than 55 patients. That study enhanced the interest of Biocoral® in the treatment of osteoporotic unstable femoral neck fractures.

6. **Is Biocoral® bioactive?**
   Yes. Since it induces a specific biological activity in the recipient bone-similar to the normal bone metabolism. The Biocoral® has a behavior autologous bone graft-like, under specific conditions well defined to day. Yes, because it induces a specific biological activity identical to that of the recipient bone metabolism. Biocoral® behaves as a true auto-graft of course in condition that it should be stabilized.

7. **Is Biocoral® bioresorbable?**
   Yes. It has been demonstrated that Biocoral® implanted in bone is gradually resorbed, through the action of carbonic anhydrase present in the osteoclasts. This resorption represents one stage in the process of bone restoration.
8. **Is Biocoral® an osteoconductive material?**

Yes. A material is known as to be osteoconductive when it allows its penetration through pores, conducts or by appropriate cells (bone marrow) and its transformation in newly formed bone. The experiments in animal models and clinical human trails have shown that Biocoral® is an osteoconductive substance due to its open porosity.

9. **Is Biocoral® osteophilic?**

Yes. Experiments have demonstrated prompt formation of bone adjacent to the Biocoral® implant directly in contact and simultaneously in the core of the biomaterial. These experiments have also shown that Biocoral® attracts osteogenic cells (osteoclast and osteoblast) and enhances bone neoformation. Histologically, there is no fibrous tissue formation at the interface between the mineral matrix and the newly formed bone.

10. **Is Biocoral® osteoinductor?**

The international scientific community has yet to reach a consensus regarding the definition of bone induction. Biocoral® is not osteoinductor: when implanted in non osteogenic tissue such as muscle, fibrous tissue, etc.) Besides, due to its biocompatibility and resorbability, Biocoral® induces a bone neoformation when implanted in bone tissue.

11. **In which kind of animals’ species has Biocoral® been tested?**

Biocoral was implanted with success in rats, rabbits, dogs, sheeps and pigs. Many others studies are continuing in some of these species, as well as in monkeys. Clinical trials have been performed in veterinary clinics on birds, dogs and cats.

12. **Can all kind of coral species be used?**

No. Only three of the 2500 listed corals species meet the requirements of bone surgery. They are selected Porites, Acropora and Lobophylia. Those species have been selected on the basis of specific experiments in animal models and clinical applications in humans. The animal experiments and the clinical applications allow a targeted adaptation of the selected corals to the specific indications.

13. **Do any synthetic biomaterials exhibit the similar properties than Biocoral®?**

No. Although it is possible to produce a replica of the architecture of the coral skeleton by industrial thermochemical transformation of calcium carbonate into calcium phosphate, the obtained material (hydroxyapatite) loses its capacity of resorption, all its useful mechanical properties and the new bone cannot be formed.

The name of «coral» used sometimes to describe the surface component of some cimentless prosthetic device is incorrect. In fact, this surface component is hydroxyapatite, which acts as to fix the device in the bone. This «so-called» coral is very slowly restorable, is laid in a very thin layer by a plasma torch on the prosthetic device surface and has no mechanical keeping.

14. **Do any synthetic bioceramics exhibit the similar properties than Biocoral®?**

There are many ceramics with biological applications, including hydroxyapatites, tricalcium phosphates, aluminas, zircons, bioglasses, titanium nitrides and carbides, etc. All of the above mentioned products are synthetically manufactured.

Biocoral® is the only natural porous biological ceramic wholly mineral.

- Biocoral® bioactivity, together with its osteoconductive and osteophilic properties, induces specific biological activity in the recipient bone similar to the physiological natural bone metabolism. This activity leads to graduate resorption of Biocoral® by osteoclasts and its replacement by osteoblasts in newly-formed bone.
- Biocoral® architecture is propitious to bone ingrowths. Its characteristic features include an open porosity (all the pores communicate between them), the volume, the size, the thickness of the porous walls and structural regularity of pores. These characteristics allow a blood cells circulation and a penetration in the core of the graft by bone marrow cells (blood, anions, cations, etc….). Furthermore, Biocoral® exhibits
remarkable qualities of mechanical resistance even when porosity volume approximates 50%. It is similar to those of the cancellous bone when mechanical strains act in compression but it’s mechanical resistance in flexion and in torsion is weak,

- Biocoral® chemical composition as a calcium salt (Calcium Carbonate >98%) and crystallographic nature (aragonite) complete its physical properties by allowing, thanks to its bio-resorbability, the process of resorption-remineralization by newly bone formation. Conversely, the, transformation (by heating) of aragonite into calcite or hydroxyapatite (ceramic industrial process) would delay significantly the physiological process.

15. Is it possible to compare Biocoral® with autologous bone grafts?

Yes. Bone autografts are evidently the best available biomaterial for use over the entire range of indications. However, the reasons described below encourage us to use Biocoral® as bone substitute. Despite their numerous advantages, bone autografts are not free from drawbacks:

- Surgery is necessary at different sites other than the main treatment site,
- Bone removal may involve blood loss that may require blood transfusion, a procedure best avoided because of the risk of contamination by pathogens HIV, Hepatitis, etc.,
- Surgery procedure is systematically prolonged,
- Important pains at the graft donor site (of iliac crest) are felt by the patient,
- In the event of repeated surgery, the amount of bone available may be inadequate,
- One or several scarring occurs at the site of the curative surgical procedure which is the visible undesirable consequences of using autograft.
- In some plastic surgery indications, autografts may be resorbed before replacement is sufficiently advanced to ensure the desired result.

Because of the reason mentioned above the surgeon may decide to use Biocoral® as a bone substitute.

Biocoral®, the only natural wholly mineral bone substitute, correspond to these qualities requirements Biocoral® is an asset for the physician:

- Biocoral® allows a return to the prepathological state due to the process of resorption and replacement by the osteoinductive cells of the recipient bone,
- When Biocoral® is presented in the form of block, despite the absence of malleability, it can be adapted to the recipient site by using a set with diamonds grinding stone or a disc,
- Biocoral® is highly malleable when used in the form of granules or beads. These round shapes allows Biocoral® to fulfill all types of cavities, cortical bone and periosteum interface etc.,
- Moreover, the different pore volumes found in the three natural corals species offer a large array of possibilities according to:
  - the mechanical strains imposed by certain surgical indications,
  - the desired rate of the resorption-replacement process,
- Many basic researches are conducted to quantify the Biocoral® resorption time and/or that of biomaterials close to the natural coral depending on the number of osteoformatric cells and/or bone osteogenic factors such as BMP.

- Biocoral® is a useful adjunct to auto grafting since it can, if necessary, be used to fill the cavity created by graft removal (iliac crest), thus alleviating post-operative pain at the graft donor site by mechanical stabilization and ensuring restoration of bone reserves and maintenance of plastic integrity.
II – CHARACTERISTICS OF BIOCORAL®

16. What are the requirements for obtaining a biomaterial from natural corals?
Raw corals can be used as a surgical biomaterial only after the following steps according to the international good practices:
- Selection of coral species on the basis of their architectural and physico-chemical properties,
- Strict harvesting conditions,
• Precise characterizations,
  - Chemical,
  - Physical,
  - Mechanical.
• Use of strict protocols for:
  - Preparation,
  - Purification,
  - Shaping techniques,
  - Sterilization,
• Routine checks:
  - Chemical,
  - Physical,
  - Sterilization,
• Permanent quality control by the laboratory responsible for the compliance with prestablished standards.
  - Traceability conforms to the international standards.

17. What is the chemical composition of Biocoral®?
Following the last studies of Pr Le Petitcorps in 2006 at CHU Bordeaux, L'ICMCB-ENSCPB (one of the CNRS laboratories (UPR 9048)), Biocoral®’s chemical composition is confirmed being wholly mineral as described below:

- Calcium Carbonate .................................................>98%
  (including calcium >40 %)
- Oligo- elements ........................................................... 0,7 and 1%
  (including fluor and strontium)
- Magnesium ............................................................. 0,05 and 0,2%
- Sodium ..........................................................................<1%
- Potassium .................................................................<0,03%
- Phosphorus in the form of phosphates .......................<0,05%
- Water ..........................................................................<0,5%

Strontium is highly important in the stability of Biocoral®’s aragonite and plays an important role in the formation and growth of the bone crystal. It has a protecting action on the calcification mechanism and increases the bone mineralization.

Several components are present at levels equivalent to those found in mammalian bone, notably trace elements like fluor, which play a vital role in the process of mineralization and in the activation of enzymatic reactions in bone cells.

ALL OF THE MENTIONED ELEMENTS ABOVE CONFIRM THAT BIOCORAL® IS THE ONLY NATURAL WHOLLY MINERAL BONE SUBSTITUTE.

18. Does the organic component of Biocoral® result in risks of specific intolerance?
No. The methods of purification allow the elimination of all organic trace. Biocoral® is the only natural wholly mineral product. Lack of proteins delete all immunological reactions.
19. What is the architectural organization of Biocoral®?
Biocoral®’s architecture is entirely porous, and is defined by the total volume, interconnection and organization of pores. Bone cells can freely invade the open porous structure of Biocoral® and deep in its core by the cells of bone marrow, blood of the recipient bone. This cellular invasion determines the first phase of the bone restoration process characterized by the development of a neo-vascularization. Some corals (Porites in particular) bear a striking architectural resemblance to the cancellous bone.

20. What is the porosity volume of Biocoral®?
Biocoral®, due to its porosity (50% and 20%) which is similar to cancellous bone and cortical bone respectively, has specific mechanical resistance qualities in compression. Acropora 20% of porosity is very close to the cortical bone. The Porites 50% of porosity is very close to the spongy bone. That porosity allows the surgeon to choose Biocoral®, according to the clinical indication. However, those specifications do not constitute a rigid standard. Biocoral® (natural calcium carbonates) with different porosities can be used according to the operating procedure.

21. What is the pore size of Biocoral®?
From 150 to 500 microns, depending on the species, selected according to clinical indications. It has previously been shown that these sizes are optimal for occupation by fluids and bone marrow cells in order to complete mineralized neoformed bone. For indications where dense material is necessary, for example for strong mechanical compression strains, the microporous or non porous natural calcium carbonates can be used.

22. Are Biocoral® mechanical resistance properties satisfactory?
The mechanical properties of Biocoral®, tested by compression, are identically similar to the bone structure. For Biocoral® with 50% porosity, the values of the breaking compression stress and modulus of elasticity fall between those of cortical bone and cancellous bone. Conversely, it must be kept in mind that the torsion or flexion strains are very low whatever the coral species. Mechanical compression strength increases as porosity decreases. Thus Biocoral® with 20% porosity offer the mechanical properties similar to those of cortical bone, and microporous or even dense Biocoral® offer mechanical compression properties greatly superior to those of fresh healthy bone.

23. Does Biocoral® become friable, once being impregnated with physiological or other fluid?
No. The growth of coral in a marine environment protects it from early or delayed dissolution and friability. The mechanical properties of Biocoral® are unaltered in the presence of fluids except when H+ ions induced by part of the osteoclasts membrane are in close contact with the bony structure (first step of demineralization).

24. What is the sterilization procedure used for Biocoral®?
Radiosterilization is obtained by β. Rays. The delivery dose is 25 KGrays.

25. Does radiosterilization alter the chemical, physical or mechanical properties of Biocoral®?
No. The tests performed on samples sterilized by ionizing radiations have not revealed any chemical, physical or mechanical alteration in the Biocoral® properties.

26. What is the shelf life of Biocoral®?
Five years from the date of sterilization.

27. In what forms are Biocoral® available?
- Granules, Beads, Blocks,
- Shaped standard prostheses or specific design according to the surgeon’s will.
III - HOW TO USE BIOCORAL®

28. Can Biocoral® be resterilized?
No, unless end-users possess radiosterilization equipment.
No. The sterilization is reserved to the professionals in the sterilization field. The users do not have the adequate means of radiosterilisation.
In addition, it is recommended not to use the resterilization by heat as the aragonite is transformed into calcite from a certain temperature. Biocoral® will face the physicochemical changes which will prevent it from being resorbable, its replacement by newly bone formed and its mechanical properties would be significantly reduced.

29. At what temperature should Biocoral® be conserved?
No particular storage conditions are necessary for Biocoral®. Refrigeration is not necessary. Biocoral® can be stored at room temperature (15°C-40°C or 60°F-100°F).

30. Can Biocoral® be remodeled during surgery?
Yes. Nevertheless, the complete remodeling of the Biocoral® may alter its mechanical properties by inducing microfractures undetectable with the naked eye. Adaptation of shapes and sizes should only be performed using diamond-edged cutting or drilling instruments. The use of other instruments may contaminate Biocoral® with metal particles or other foreign bodies.

31. Can “in situ” drilling be used to attach Biocoral®?
Yes, but there is an important risk of induced fractures. The use of preperforated blocs of Biocoral® is therefore highly recommended.

32. Is special preliminary treatment of recipient bone surfaces necessary?
As for autografts, recipient bone surfaces should be cleaned up. In case of bone cavities, if the peripheric membrane becomes ossified, recommendation is to open the membrane in order to allow blood and bone marrow cells invasion. The surgical process is identical in a non-union fracture. The medullary canal must be open on each side of the fracture site.

33. What method of osteosynthesis should be used to maintain Biocoral®?
There is no specific osteosynthesis to maintain Biocoral®; the surgeon may chose the method generally practiced for implantation of autografts. The osteosynthesis must be stable as for a bone auto-graft. Osteosynthesis can be removed, if necessary, as soon as consolidation occurs, according to the classical orthopedic rules. It can be performed even before complete visual radiological disappearance of Biocoral®.

34. Should Biocoral® be impregnated with blood before implantation?
Yes. This is recommended, particularly when it is necessary to obtain immediate cohesion between Biocoral® granules or beads. Once Biocoral® is mixed with bone marrow or blood, the presence of the Fibrin, facilitate its use and application into the surgical recipient bone.

35. Is it desirable to impregnate Biocoral® with bone marrow?
Yes. This is almost recommended to do it in particular in traumatologic surgery.

36. How can bone marrow be taken off?
The method is identical to those of any bone marrows swab. The preference site is the iliac crest with a Mallarme’s trocar, 3cc to 5cc of bone marrow are taken off in each sample site. The surgeon mixed the bone marrow with Biocoral® which absorbed them immediately due to its ideal porosity.
37. Should Biocoral® be mixed with autografts?
The reason for using Biocoral® is to avoid the use of autografts once needed. Obviously, if chips or fragments are available, they can and must be used in combination with Biocoral®. Though it is not obligatory but it is highly recommended.

38. Is it preferable to implant small fragments of Biocoral® at the recipient sites rather than a single larger piece?
There is a strict rule, whatever clinical indications. The surgeon must choose the shape which gives the largest surface area in contact with the recipient site.

Nonetheless, the following three situations can be considered:

• Filling: if there are few or none mechanical strains small fragments can be used (beads, granules, sticks, etc.),
• Interposition: The use of a single block is recommended because it’s good mechanical resistance. The good quality of the fixation will avoids displacement of the single block,
• Apposition: The choice will depend on the planned method of retention, and on the configuration of the recipient site, “in-lay or on-lay” according to the recommendations for Biocoral®’s use.

39. What is the maximum size of a Biocoral® implant, beyond which function is compromised?
The maximum size of a Biocoral® implant depends to the condition of the recipient bone and on the maximum size of the contact between Biocoral® and bone. There is, therefore, no absolute value. In this case, it should be taken in consideration the rule «the largest surface area in contact» and the necessity to impregnate Biocoral® with bone marrow.
However, the indication should, be carefully discussed. The association of any growth factors may be considerate.
IV-RECOMMENDATIONS WHEN USING BIOCORAL®

40. Biocoral® preparation before its placement in the bone site,
It is recommended to impregnate Biocoral® with bone marrow in particular in traumatology. Biocoral® can also be impregnated with blood, growth factors biological sterile fluid and antibiotics.

41. Biocoral® placement in the recipient bone,
Biocoral® placement and its contention must be rigorously executed according to the following steps:
• The placement is executed by smooth manual impaction. It is necessary to avoid striking Biocoral® with metal instruments in order to avoid fracturing the implant,
• The retention is executed by metallic osteosynthesis. The stabilization must be the same as for the bone graft.
Mobility of Biocoral® may generate an inflammatory reaction followed by either discharge of sterile fluid or local fibrous encapsulation caused exclusively by mechanical bone friction. No immunological phenomenon of rejection was described and/or highlighted in scientific way.

42. The contact of Biocoral® with metal,
Biocoral® coexists perfectly with all non-oxidable metals. Nonetheless, friction between Biocoral® and metal may cause surface erosion, and release metal particles which may lead to inflammation responsible of metallose.
However, these facts were not reported to date. Within the framework of the posterior vertebral arthrodesis, the contact with the metal of the stems never determined this type of reaction.
V - BEHAVIOR OF BIOCORAL® AFTER ITS IMPLANTATION

43. Does the implantation of Biocoral® in non-osseous tissue cause intolerance or rejection?
Biocoral® has been implanted in tissues other than bone, including:

- Subcutaneous,
- Intramuscular,
- Perivascular,
- Perineural,
- Palatine fibromucous tissues.
No short, medium or long term reactions of intolerance, rejection or encapsulation have been noted.

44. Does implantation of Biocoral® in non-osseous sites induce anarchic calcification?
No anarchic calcification has been noted in any of the soft tissue implanted sites. The small fragments are even resorbed.

45. What happens at the bone- Biocoral® interface?
Bone neoformation occurs directly at the bone Biocoral® interface, without fibrous tissue interposition

46. What is the volume available for absorption of physiological fluids immediately after Biocoral® implantation?
The total pore volume, if Biocoral® has not been mixed with bone marrow. On average, approximately 5cc of bone marrow fulfill 6cc of Biocoral® beads.

47. What is the time of invasion by the osteogenic cells?
Immediately after Biocoral® implantation.

48. What is the process of Biocoral® resorption?
Resorption may involve more or less complex physiological processes. It has been shown that resorption of the carbonate skeleton of Biocoral® is at least partly due to the action of an osteoclast carbonic anhydrase.

49. How long do resorption and bone neoformation take?
These processes begin immediately after Biocoral® implantation and will continue in time depending on:

- The volume of Biocoral®,
- The porosity of Biocoral®,
- The implantation site,
- The general condition and age of the patient, (osteogenic cells),
- Strolling around (perimeter of walk, rhythm step and mobility).

These items are in direct relation with the vascularization. Consolidation is achieved within a period comparable to that noted with autografts, and in any case long time before Biocoral® radiological disappearance. This effect may require several months, or even years, depending on the criteria as described above.

50. What are the characteristics of the neoformed bone after remodeling?
Studies of the histology, architecture, chemistry, microstructure and crystallography of neoformed bone all show that once repair is achieved the remodeled bone is in all ways similar to the recipient bone.
51. Is there a difference in Biocoral® behavior after its implantation in flat or in long bones?
No. However, the rate of remodeling does differ between these two types of bone. It is slower in membrane bone than in enchondral bone. Consequently, the process of neoformation and apposition are different, but the behavior is identical in both cases. To obtain identical resorption, it is necessary to add growth factors in a membrane bone.

52. Are there post-operative events specific to Biocoral®?
No. The immediate and long-term postoperative courses are identical to those seen with an autologous bone graft.

53. Can signs suggesting the intolerance of Biocoral® occur?
No. None instance of intolerance and allergic reaction were seen during Biocoral® immunogenicity tests. In some cases of mobile implants, local erythema, and even edema have been noted, suggesting rejection of the graft over variable periods (15 days to 3 months). However, in some cases of Biocoral®.mobility, it has been observed a local reaction with redness, edema, which could suggest in different time (between 15 days to 2 months) an implant removal. It is related to secondary reaction due to a mechanical irritation, following trauma or inopportune manipulation (for example implant fractures). In some of these rare cases it is necessary to remove the implant.

54. What is Biocoral® behavior when it is implanted in septic conditions or if an infection occurs after surgery?
- In the event of proven infection or of imperfectly drained old infection, the process of resorption-replacement is impaired. Biocoral® remain identical in its state at the time of its implantation. It is contra-indicated to execute such a graft. At our knowledge, Biocoral® has never been used with the Papineau’s method.
- In the event of post-operative secondary infection, the behavior of Biocoral® depends on the time of onset of infection:
  - If the resorption-replacement process is established, Biocoral® will remain integrated into the recipient bone,
  - Otherwise, Biocoral® undergoes no change.
The therapeutic approach will depend on these data. If suppuration is superficial and amenable by antibiotic therapy, there is no need to remove the implant. In the opposite, if the infected site requires surgical cleansing, removal of the implant is necessary, as with any autologous, hetero or allograft.

55. What is the effect of eventual radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy on Biocoral®?
The clinical observations in human have shown that radiation therapy and/or chemotherapy do not have any secondary effects on Biocoral® and do not alter the kinetic process and the conduct of Biocoral®.
VI - BIOCORAL® RADIOLOGICAL VISUALIZATION AND ITS EVOLUTION

56. Is Biocoral® visible on radiographs?
Yes, its mineral density makes it radio-opaque, giving a more contrasted image than that of cancellous or cortical bone.

57. What is Biocoral® radiological evolution?
Biocoral® disappears completely and is simultaneously replaced by neoformed bone. The none systematically of a linear density surrounding, blurring of contours, shrinkage of volumes, and decreases in radiodensity is also signs of Biocoral® resorption. All these signs are time-dependent and variable in amplitude. They depend on individual metabolisms, on the volume of the Biocoral® and on the clinical circumstances. A large fragment of Biocoral® may be visible for years without compromising the physiological and mechanical qualities of the result.

58. What is the histological significance of the peripheral linear density quite often seen at the bone-Biocoral® junction?
This is the zone of complete resorption of Biocoral® which is being replaced by osteoid connective tissue. This tissue is undergoing mineralization and is not yet radio-opaque.

59. For how long does Biocoral® remain visible on radiographs?
Biocoral® is visible for several months or even several years before complete disappearance occurs. Nonetheless, consolidation is generally achieved long time before, as shown by cortical bone repairs.
VII – STRICT CONTRA-INDICATIONS

60. Are there any contra-indications when using Biocoral®?

Yes, there are several cases in which Biocoral® must not be used such as:

- Patent or imperfectly drained osteomyelitis,
- Necrosed or necrotic recipient site,
- Intra-articular implantation,
- Biocoral®, because of its mineral composition will definitely damage the soft tissue (ligaments, cartilage, and meniscus).
VIII – THE CONFORMITIES WITH THE EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL NORMS

61. **Biocoral®** conformities with the European and International norms.

Biocoral® although marketed since the end of the years 80, was the first bone substitute registered in France with TIPS (Tarifs Interministériels des Prestation Sanitaires). Nevertheless within the framework of its registration, Biocoral® has been received approving opinion of Microbiological Committee of Health on July 05, 1995 referenced under the number 9600201B01.

Biocoral® received the authorization of marketing in the European countries market "EC lable" on December 30, 1996. Since, this authorization has been renewed several times and it is into force currently.

Biocoral® manufacture facility complies with ISO 13485 version 2003 which allow the Company to continue to market its products in CANADA.
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